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Cracked.The extent to which the United States is protecting our employees from the global digital underworld is the least of our security worries,
according to documents the Senate intelligence committee released Tuesday on its investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 election. Even as
the president and the White House insist that the United States should "go dark" online and thereby avoid the scrutiny of the hostile foreign intelligence

services that now dominate cyberspace, the federal government must "out-fight" those adversaries, the committee report insists. "Russia’s digital
espionage operations were pervasive, destructive, and enabled by a broad investment of Kremlin-directed resources into a covert influence campaign

designed to sow division and distrust," the report says. The Russians also tailored "disinformation campaigns" aimed at electing Trump, including
spreading fake news and hacking Democratic organizations before going on to target electoral systems and U.S. institutions. The report emphasizes that
the United States still hasn't grasped the extent of Russia's effort to influence the elections. It warns that the government needs to maintain its "policing"

authority online, and urges a comprehensive review of U.S. election and election-system security. "Leadership from various sectors needs to work
together to share best practices and common understandings of how to build resilience in the cyber domain," the document urges. "The election system is
not just a series of elections, but the backbone of our government and national economic infrastructure." The 2019 report echoes Trump's assessments of
2016, which he has often amplified on social media. He believed that the 2016 election — and the campaign for the White House that had preceded it —

was illegitimate because of Russian interference, and chose to become what Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., labeled "the president of the United States."
Though the report is by no means a "painstaking" process, it's nonetheless a major undertaking, said Christopher Wray, who spent four years as director

of the FBI. "It's huge," he said. "It's almost a 500-page document." The report was undertaken under direction from
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